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Properties that can be bound to like any Ember component are: the {{expression-
property}} syntax is supported, as defined by the {{component-name}} component
code-in-section the {{expression-property-with-precision}} syntax is supported. the

{{expression-property-without-precision}} syntax is supported. repositionChildren can
be used to manually reposition children {{embertonejubalflute rightAlign icepick}}

positions the inner icepick above the horizontal rule, {{embertonejubalflute leftAlign
icepick}} positions the inner icepick below the horizontal rule. the

{{embertonejubalflute}} component renders its children between a pair of elements.
The inner element is preceded by a horizontal rule, and the outer element is followed
by a rule that aligns the icepick sides (see below for example). embertonejubalflute is
an addon to the popular embertone and it will not replace embertone, but will work on
any sabnzbd instance. it is a web based solution that will add this functionality directly

into the user's sabnzbd instance. it was developed by embertone and adds functionality
to the embertone web interface. wait a few more seconds until the addon is fully
downloaded. add the addon to your sabnzbd instance using the manage add-ons

button on the right of the web interface. you can also add it manually by going to the
settings section, and selecting add-ons on the left of the page. add embertonejubalflute

to the list and click save.
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longtime jubekeeper falx’s son embertonejubalflute has long held a special place
among jubekeepers. after all, it’s one of the only entrances that has a clear sphincter
and a taint stain. luckily, he has a fairly clear history of there being a toilet! the first
skeleton that was discovered was a young, female who was ceremonially buried in a
cave. this find predated the entrance structure by a few hundred years, so there is
some question of how the entrance is associated with her remains. a jubeblunt has

been found in a nearby hole with an object that was thought to be the skull of a juba.
aside from this one item, there have been no further jube findings nearby, so we have

to assume the jubeblunt was made and thrown there in secret. her skeleton was
slightly disarticulated, which apparently indicated a display of youth and vigor, which

again supports this theory. unfortunately, we don’t know what her age was in her
youth. many jubes tend to make their exits between the ages of 9 and 11. anyone

older than that is apparently lucky enough to be pulled out from their family and have
a sad fate handed to them. the next skeleton found was from this period, a young,

male of age 16-18 that was buried with jewelry and a longbow. the bone was
apparently found by accident and subsequently turned over to the museum, which may
have been the result of a deal struck among the tribes to keep the objects from being

taken. the presence of jube skeletons with jewelry and bows and arrows is an
interesting sign. jubeholoway displays the same traits. the bow could probably be used
for hunting small game, which was scarce in the forest, or for defense, which would be

useful if a jube should disturb another tribe and had no other recourse than to flee.
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